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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Oscar Herrera has contributed to the dictionary with 76 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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 www.wordmeaning.org
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925 en un anillo
925, appears in rings, and other objects in silver, and indicates the purity of the silver of the object.

a mal tiempo buena cara
Bad weather good face: is used to express that we must react with integrity, willingness to the setbacks, to the problems
that produce any life issue.

a ojos vistas
When something happens, or develops, in the sight of all.

alta concentracion
It means that something is very concentrated, or very thick.

amar y querer
Love: It is to have feelings of affection, esteem, or appreciation for someone or another be without impositions. Wanting
to: has several meanings even conflicting. Want to get something, love and have the will and determination, to perform
an action. It also means love, want, crave someone, or something. The meaning of love involves more possession, on
the desired object, that loving feeling.

apeose
Dismounted, or climbed is a time of the verb get, which means get off something like a car, a horse, a truck, etc.

arbol de la vida
Tree of life: it is a symbolic representation of various aspects of life according to the era and culture, and which appears
in inscriptions, reliefs, Papyrus, etc from more ancient cultures like the Chaldean, Assyrian, Egyptian, Christian etc.
Usually represent a tree of shape flat with branches coming out of the trunk and at each branch winged characters in an
attitude of worship, there are also birds, or other symbols representing aspects of the lives of the men, also represent
family trees of important characters, etc..

asta y hasta
ASTA: Trunk Horn of the bull, deer, etc. Defensive weapon of the ancient Romans. Stick which attaches the iron spear,
pica, etc. Stick fixed vertically to which are fastened flags, signs, etc. To: Preposition that serves to express the
termination of places, actions, etc. Coordinating conjunction used to exaggerate, or rating a thing

aupa tuna
tuna Aupa is incorrectly written and should be written as "it hop tuna!" being its meaning:<br>Hop tuna!: expression of
moods, similar to top tuna!, excellent tuna!, which is used to encourage members of the tuna, or estudiantina; musical
group of students that are dressed with period costumes and coats adorned with colorful ribbons. Instruments used in
Spain, traditionally, are guitar, lute, bandurria and tambourine, although their culture-specific instruments have been
incorporated in Latin countries.

barajita
Trinket: Something of little value, small thing.



basto y vasto
Rough: A person or object rude, rough, dull. Rough: ACE of the suit of clubs of the Spanish deck cards. Vasto:
Something very large, widespread.

borbonear
Borbonear: love, the King, take decisions of character political that affect to any aspect of the life of them Spanish. In
Spain the King can not do so by itself. Them decisions political only them can take the Government of Spain and the
members, and that the King with his signature them abides by and endorses.

calienta pollas
It is an expression of frustration that use people who do not obtain their sexual satisfaction with another of the opposite
sex or of the same, when you respond to them with a refusal to their claims.

caramullo
Caramullo: Everything that sticks out of a container, and has shaped mound.

cefire
CEFIR, derived from Zephyr, means wind.Cefiro, Word comes from the Greek, which means spring, warm wind.Word as
with derivatives was widely used at the time of the Renaissance, to refer to the wind, so soft, pleasant, like for example "
cefirillo " , as strong and hurricane wind.

cohecho y prevaricación
Cohecho:dadiva, bribery money, material goods, or promises, given to a civil servant ( politician, civil servant, judge, etc.
 ) for the charge that has to make a profit by the briber. In bribery there always has to be acceptance of the gift or
promise of receiving it, the public employee. Prevarication: Acting illegally knowingly, maliciously, or inexcusable
ignorance ( ignorance does not exempt from compliance with law ) judges, mayors, government authorities, public,
political officials in general, even to solicitors and barristers, the latter, in the exercise of their functions.

con la venia
With permission: expression that means, with your permission, and that lawyers used before judges and tribunals, at the
start of their claims, or discourses, in an oral judgment.

concepto de cuitas
Troubles: Penalties, troubles.

demagogia barata
Cheap demagoguery: derogatory expression used to refer to those political approaches, that alter the true meaning of
democracy, and pervert it.

depauperados
Haggard: People, animals, or very impoverished places, weakened, exhausted.

elevar a escritura publica
Raise public deed: is the Act whereby in a document it is noted an obligation, an agreement, a contract signed by
persons contracting, before a notary and witnesses relevant.



ensarte
Thread: time of the verb thread. Pass by a thread of any material objects bored like pearls, Crystal beads, hurt by a
sharp object, through someone or something front back side to side.

es fuerte como un roble
He is strong as an oak: symbolically expresses the strength, resistance, perseverance, good health.

escampar la boira
Escampar the boira: when in the days that there are boira ( 41 fog; will produce moments of variable duration in which
the boira, or fog disappears.

espiritu libre
free spirit is incorrectly written, and should be written as "spirit." being its meaning:<br>Free spirit: person who has the
spirit, talent, value, understanding open, cleared intimately with the ability to decide to act or not, and has no physical or
moral obstacles.

estar hastiada
Be disgusted: is says of the person that is saturated of all what you surrounds and therefore all you bored, you bothers,
until you arrives to repugnar.

fianza de resultas
Guarantee of result: payment that must be made as a result of deliberation, on a fact.

gaire
GAIR, a little clown persona, which do not take things seriously and is soon ready, overwhelmed.

hasta las trancas
Until the bars: is an expression that is used to tell the subject that concerned is over, which is long, which exceeds what
can endure, of what can be tolerated.

indianapolis
Indianapolis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Indianapolis." being its meaning:<br>Indianapolis: United
States city, capital of the State of Indiana, and Marion County.

investidura en política
Investiture in politica:accion by which a person takes possession of charges, or political dignities, and certain powers of
the charge, the time that lasts the investiture.

ir a saco
Go to SAC, SAC-entering: is said when someone with power as a politician, an Executive come in the public
administration, or a company and sent unemployment to all workers who are not their confidence, their ideology and
replaced them with others that if it.

isis



ISIS, Egyptian goddess wife of Osiris and mother of Horus. His cult spread all the ancient peoples of the Mediterranean
basin. Also is credited with the astrological sign of Virgo.Isis: name of a small planet.

je suis en español
Je suis, it is a time of the verb etre of the French language, and in Spanish it means I am, or I am.

jotica
It is a diminutive of jota. The jota is the tenth letter of the Spanish alphabet. The jota is the name of a song and a dance
from various regions of Spain: the jota of Aragon, Castilla etc. Jotica says in Aragon, when the Aragonese refer in a
loving way, singing or dancing the jota.

la mano de fatima
The hand of Fatima, is an amulet that represents the hand of Fatima, the only daughter of Muhammad the Prophet of
Allah.

lechazo asado
Roasted baby lamb: lamb ( that recently stopped sucking ) roast.

los yuyos
Yuyo is a word of South America which means grass, herbal medicine, and also weed

loza sanitaria
Sanitary faience: is the set of all objects of faience or porcelain that is in a bathroom, basin, foot shower, bathtub, etc.

mito o leyenda
Myth and legend are words that go together and are sometimes said to express the same thing. Myth: It is born and
develops around an ideal, an idea abstract as love, value, beauty, wisdom, etc. Legend: Arises when the ideal, to the
abstract idea is incarnates in human beings, plants animals and phenomena of nature, etc., and is endowed les
sentiments, attitudes, etc. and they are wonderful, fabulous, made more fantastic than real and transmitted from
generation to generation, both orally and in writing.

moratorio
Moratorium: That which serves to delay, delay, or differ in time. Moratorium, moratoria:plazo of time is available to
cancel a debt. This term is established by an agreement between the debtor and the creditor, or also by applying what
set the law in this regard.

mucha carne pa tan poco gato
Much meat pa so little cat: expresses that one person, that a situation is given more importance than it really has.

mucho pasado
Long past: expresses that the person that referred to has a very deep past, with many experiences, with many activities,
with many relationships with people, works etc.

ñoño en españa chile mexico



Nono/nona: Timid, timid, person is also used as a fool, and as a thing of little substance, and sosa.

onzas de agua
ounces of water: something without value, which slips between the fingers. The ounce is a measure of weight, which
oscillates between the 28 Gr. of Castilian Oz, and the 33 approximately in Aragon.

para más inri
For more INRIA: an expression that is used, figuratively, to explain that you infringed further mockery, or an insult in the
treatment of any matter. It comes from the label INRI, and which stood on the cross to make fun of Jesus Christ.

pax
Pax: It is a word of Latin, which in Spanish means peace.

peana colchoneta
Stand: Wood platform, elevated above the floor, generally, upon which are placed. or they move images in the churches
and processions.Base mat: platform where is placed an air cushion, or foam.

pérfida albión
Perfidious Albion: An expression that is used in poetry and rhetoric to refer to Great Britain by the selfish policy that, with
more or less Foundation, is attributed to their Governments through the history of Nations.

piazo
Piazo, 40 Aragon; Spain ) means: piece, in Spanish.

pito pito gorgorito
Pito pito gorgorito: the complete expression is: Pito pito gorgorito, are going where your so beautiful?. I'm going towards
the era to steal what you can. Pin, pan out!. Used in children's games for leaving to chance, and decide, by chance,
having to pay what the game demands.

podemita
Podemita: Name that referred to members of the political party can.

poesia eres tu
poetry are your is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Poesía eres tú" being its meaning:<br>Poetry are you:
poetry is an artistic expression of the spirit who, through the word, beautifully expresses the feelings, meeting certain
standards of measure and rhythm to create verses. Poesía eres tu, is a verse from a rhyme of Gustavo Adolfo Becquer,
writer of the romantic era, which reads as follows: what is poetry? you say while they clavasen my pupil, pupil your blue.
What is poetry? And you ask me for it? Poetry is you. It is understood that, verse " Poesía eres tú " refers to the
profound beauty of the person to whom this expression is dedicated.

por activa y por pasiva
By active and passive: expression that you want to give to understand that something has been explained in all possible
ways, under all concepts, from all points of view.



porque las fiestas son parte de la cultura de un pueblo
Besides the religious meaning that expresses the previous definition, parties also celebrate and recall made recent and
ancient, they tell the story of the peoples, and historical characters or legend that make up the cultural heritage of the
peoples of the Earth.

que significa panacea
Panacea: Daughter of Asclepius and Epione, worshipped as goddess healing all diseases. Panacea: Word of real and
figurative way used to express that something is the remedy for all ills, diseases, or evils of social, political, economic,
environmental etc. and that affect many or all beings, in any circumstance of life.

quedar por la pata de los caballos
Falling to the feet of horses, falling well defeated by adverse circumstances, or being defeated in a fight.

querer incondicionalmente
Love unconditionally: it will absolutely, without constraints, without conditions, without requirements.

receptible
Receptible: Person or thing capable of receiving, with capacity to be occupied.

reir por no llorar
Laugh for not crying: jocular, contemptuous, expression used, making mockery, to a fact or situation lacking in
seriousness, of common sense, or ridiculous.

rejon
Rojón or grating, is a piece of Roman plough, usually of wrought iron, which is introduced on Earth to plow it, or styling.
It is also the rod of wood finished in a pointed piece of metal, which is used for rejonear, usually to the bulls. It is also an
augmentative of grating.

revelar y rebelar
Reveal: Discover or to publicize something secret. Revolt: Rebel, resist the due obedience.

rodeno
Sandstone, reddish.

rumor contenido
Rumor contenido:comentario that run between the way people insistent, quietly, on any subject known, generally rough.

sacavon
sacavon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tunnel." being its meaning:<br>Tunnel: Sinking, pit in the soil
that occurs for many reasons, such as underground water currents, rain, landslides, etc. The silver mines better known
are the collapses that occur on the roads.

símbolos tainos
The TAINOS inhabited Cuba and adjacent islands before the arrival of the Spaniards, so " symbols Taíno " refer to



symbols of this pre-Columbian people. It is Wiquepedia of this village.

su santidad
His Holiness: Treatment of great respect given to the Pope of the Catholics. Means approximately: on the perfection of
God.

surcaban
They sailed is a time of the verb ride. its meaning is they crossed, they sailed for sea, air and space. Can also be used
as: sailed: ploughed by grooves.

tejido diplomatico
Fabric usually of wool with thin stripes, clear dark background, ranging along the 40 garment; jacket, skirt or pants ).

tener duende
You have Goblin a person, is to have art, the magic, the spell of Captivate with their art the will and affection of others.

toca a rebato
Rebato's turn: touch of bells, drums or other acoustic means, to create alarm and summon residents of a village, an
army quickly and prepare for Defense before an invasion of enemies, to a fire, to a flood, to any danger that affects the
entire community.

v de vendetta
V for vendetta: Italian word which means revenge. Revenge is the punishment exercised by a person or group, by force,
on another person, or group, their family, or their possessions, to find satisfaction in the tort, or damage suffered at the
hands which receives the punishment.

voltear la bandera
Turn the bandera:movimiento take turns, making evolutions with her for sport or entertainment.

ya veremos
We will see: Expresion that in present time is an issue to solve in the future.

ya ves
You see: it is said to grant support for something to tell us, or have. Means something like " is clear " or " so ". He also
noted at this time something of the past.

zigurat de ur
Ziggurat of Ur: Ur was a city of Caldea, on the banks of the Euphrates River, and homeland of Abraham, the first of the
Israelite Patriarchs. Ziggurat: Is an adobe building, towering, on staggered platforms, had a temple or chapel in the last
of the steps, dedicated to a God.


